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Part I: Course Logistics 

 May 1: Take home exam distributed  

May 8: Take home exam returned by 5:00PM by e-mail 

 Sorry; but, NO Collaboration! 

May 13: Empirical exercise submission by 5:00PM by e-mail  

 Previous Final Examples 

 Please attach all of your UCINET log files as appendices 

  
Part II: Statistical approaches to networks 

Why do we need statistical approaches? 

 Most of the techniques we've studied are descriptive or exploratory 

 Lack a way to quantify when a “big difference” in a measure is beyond chance 

 Problem: often do not know the theoretical distribution of the statistic 

 

Statistical models—building on dyadic and triadic building blocks 

 Ideally, we would collect data from many similar networks and build global models 

Actually cannot pursue this strategy; instead, focus on dyads and triads – of which, each 

network has many 

 Assumption: Macro structures are aggregates of micro structures 

 Cannot take this assumption lightly 

  Makes sense in some cases 

  Makes no sense in others – when the issue is global structure 

  Future: longitudinal study of global network characteristics 

 

Fundamental question: Given a measured network, what endogenous and exogenous 

properties of the network make it more likely it would have been constructed than 

other possible realizations – cf. the maximum likelihood question 

Must control for properties of the network generally to study things like attributes 

 

Animating literatures 

  Dyadic—issues of reciprocity/mutuality & the pressures toward 

  Triadic—issues of transitivity and structural balance & pressure toward balance 

 

How to build a statistical model 

 What is a random variable? A sample space + a probability distribution 

 What is random here? Random graph theory 

  Assumption that whole graphs are random outcomes, given N nodes 

  Must try to determine all possible permutation - impossible in most cases 

 Making random graph theory workable: Statistical conditioning 

  Instead of focusing on every possible realization, restrict attention to some 

   Dyadic and triadic census models 

    MAN - mutuals, asymmetrics, nulls 

    Triadic outcomes 

   Conditioning on measured characteristics of the actual graph 

 Probability distribution 

  Usually assume a uniform distribution because we have no information 

 

 

 



Part III: Statistical approaches to networks continued 

 

Early models 

Focused on dyads and triads and using the census thereof as statistical conditioning 

 Not terribly useful—only able to determine if assumptions were correct 

 

P1 Model 

 Model by Holland and Leinhardt that attempted to simultaneously estimate several  

  parameters in a log-linear model and could include attribute measures 

 Expansiveness 

 Popularity 

 Mutuality 

 Step forward because it contained both actor and network level parameter estimates 

 Major drawback: assumes statistical independence on dyadic choice and could not  

  incorporate triadic measures simultaneously 

 

P
* 
Models – cross-sectional data 

  Current state of the art 

   Does not rely on the independence assumption – Markov Random Graphs 

   Able to incorporate dyadic & triadic measures as well as attributes 

  Relies on an ingenious form of conditioning 

   Idea: assume the rest of the network is constant 

   Vary the presence of absence of a ties i to j 

   The independent variables are the differences in the network measures 

   May be estimated using logit, if the data is properly prepared 

  Yields very useful parameters and statistics 

   Network and actor-level measures 

   Parameter by parameter tests of significance 

 

 Other models: Longitudinal & Coevolution models 

 

Part IV: Review of Descriptive Network Analysis and Problem Sets 

 How to develop your final empirical paper?  
 

 

Assignments 

 Readings per the syllabus.  

 

 


